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Something to Chew On
Our Companions receives thousands of calls to
its Animal Helpline each year, showing the broad
array of problems that exist in the community.
People are asking for help, and even now,
without a facility, we are helping to save the
lives of thousands of animals every year.
Our Companions works with owners to enable
animals to stay in their homes through training
and in-home consultations, re-homes animals
when necessary, and supports spay/neuter
initiatives to deal with the serious issue of
pet overpopulation. On a broader scale, the
organization is working to strengthen animal
protection legislation, forming coalitions with
other groups toward a common objective, the
day when pet homelessness is a thing of
the past.

During a recent donor reception, Our Companions
CEO, Susan Linker, encountered a familiar
question.
As she addressed the crowd, she spoke proudly
of how Our Companions has become a leader in
the field of animal welfare and how it has saved,
and transformed, the lives of thousands of cats
and dogs. As she concluded her presentation, a
member of the audience politely asked, “If you
don’t currently have a facility, how exactly do
you save so many animals?”

And later this year, with the rehabilitative power
of the rescue cottage, we’ll be able to save
even more animals by offering a safe haven for
Connecticut’s most destitute pets—a place for
animals to recover physically and emotionally
and begin their journeys to new loving homes.
We’re excited that construction of the sanctuary
is about to start and that the organization itself
will finally have a home. However, in many ways,
our ongoing work will remain unchanged. While
critical, the facility is simply one piece of a larger
puzzle – a puzzle we’ve been working to put
together for years.
This issue of Our Companions News provides
many wonderful examples of how we’re already
saving so many animals—even without a facility.

It’s a question that Susan, board members
like myself, and others closely involved with
the organization, have received for years.
The answer is that addressing the problems
of pet homelessness, suffering, and
euthanasia requires many approaches. And
Our Companions is involved with all of them.
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Vacationing With Your Pet

by Mary deManbey

Tips and How the Vacation Industry is Changing
Looking forward to that much-needed vacation
is a positive experience for most. But for those
who dread the thought of leaving their best
animal friend behind, separation anxiety can
lead to mixed emotions about time away.
Because animals have become a part of our
families—now more than ever—many hotels
and modes of transportation have become pet
friendly. With careful planning and information,
you don’t have to leave Fluffy or Spot behind.
According to the Travel Industry Association of
America, when owners travel with their pets:
76% do so by car, 10% by recreational vehicles,
8% by other modes of transportation and 6%
travel by plane. By law, the only animals allowed
on buses and trains are service animals. Pets
who travel the most are dogs (78%), cats
(15%), and birds (3%). Once arriving at their
destinations, owners have several choices for
accommodations. Twenty-nine percent stay in a
hotel, 16 percent in a recreational vehicle, and
10 percent stay in a cabin or vacation home.
Before bringing your furry friend along for the
ride, first think about what is best for your pet.
Will your pet adjust well to new surroundings?
Does your pet travel well by car or plane? Is
your pet easily frightened?
Our Companions volunteer, Caroline Gaetano,
doesn’t think twice about bringing her
menagerie along, when she and her family
vacation at their home in the Adirondacks, and
at a pet-friendly rental house in Florida. The
menagerie includes two good-sized dogs, a
rabbit and a bird. Caroline recommends crating
dogs in the event that you have to suddenly get
out of the car. “It’s much easier having them in
a crate than on a leash, especially if there’s an
accident,” she says.
When traveling with a bird, Caroline
recommends removing any swinging objects
from the cage, such as ropes or toy ladders, to
prevent injury or possible strangulation. She
also recommends keeping plenty of water on
hand, in the event that the car gets too hot.
Caroline also always checks with the dogfriendly hotel she’s reserved to make sure there
is a place where her dogs can be walked.
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Abbie looking out over Raquette Lake.

Traveling by Car
What should you consider before traveling with
your pet in a car? If your pet is not used to
traveling by car, take short trips before the big
one to get your pet used to the car in motion.
Because pets can become easily frightened, be
sure to always keep your dogs on a leash, and
cats in a crate large enough for a bed, water
and litter. Some pet stores sell a harness that
can be attached to a seatbelt to assure your
dog is safely restrained in the car.
Include a special identification tag on your cat
or dog in the event that they bolt from your car.
Write the pet’s name, your name, the person to
contact at your destination, their phone number,
a destination address, or that of a friend or
relative. Also, be sure to have your animal’s
current rabies tag and certificate, which you will
need if you stay at a pet-friendly hotel.
Your pet traveling kit should also include:
• Plenty of water, food, bandages
and first aid supplies
• Some treats
• Favorite pet toys
• Blankets
• Combs or brushes
•C
 ontact information for
local emergency veterinary clinics.
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Bringing their toys along will help them adjust
to their new temporary surroundings. For your
hotel stay, you will also need to bring paper
towels, a natural-scented spray disinfectant to
keep the air fresh, a scooper and plastic bag for
dogs, and a litter box and litter for cats.

Hotels vs. Vacation Homes
There are a number of websites with
information for pet-friendly hotels:
www.officialpethotels.com, or rental homes:
www.homeaway.com. When making your
reservation, be sure to let hotel staff know you
are bringing a pet along. The hotel will tell you
what documentation to bring, but more than
likely they will ask for an up-to-date medical
history and rabies certificate.
Upon arrival, give your pet a chance to
familiarize him/herself with the new
surroundings.
Be sure not to leave your pet alone in the
hotel room for more than a few minutes.
Animals, particularly cats, can get anxious in
unfamiliar surroundings. If you need to leave
for a longer period of time without your pet,
ask the hotel management if there is a
nearby pet-sitting service.
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Vacationing With Your Pet, continued
Traveling by Plane
Harry North and his partner, Bill Pelto, made a
decision to never leave their dog Callas behind
when going on vacation. For a while, they didn’t
go very far, but when mutual friends invited
them to their vacation home in Puerto Rico,
there was no question that Callas was going
with them, along with their friends’ three dogs.
“I was really nervous,” said Harry. “I didn’t
know if she was going to get sick on the plane,
if she might have problems with her ears when
the air pressure changes, or if she would have
to ‘do her business’ in the air.” Luckily none of
these concerns caused a problem for Callas.
Another fear for Harry and Bill was how to get
Callas safely through airport security. “We knew
we would have to take her out of her crate to
go through security, and because she’s such a
friendly dog, we were afraid we would lose her.”
Everything worked out fine as Harry and Callas
went through the security gate with no problems.
Getting Callas safely situated under the
passenger seat in front of them was another
concern. “You have to board early so that
you can pull the crate through under the seat
before the passengers in front of you get
on.” Harry says she and the other three dogs
traveling with them were quiet the whole way.
In order to bring Callas on the plane, Harry and
Bill paid an additional $200 fee required when
they made their reservation. They also had to
be sure Callas’s crate met specific dimensions.
Most airlines have regulations for traveling
with pets, so before traveling be sure to check
your airline’s policies. Generally, the following
regulations apply:
Most airlines limit the number of pets in the
cabin – usually no more than four. Check
with the airline to see if your pet can safely
travel under a seat in the cabin or whether
your pet will be required to travel in the freight
compartment. In general, flights under six
hours will allow you to keep your pet in the
cabin. Keep in mind that if your pet does travel
in the freight compartment area in the winter,
you may need to show written proof from a
veterinarian that your pet can withstand an
environment under 45 degrees.
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Above: Madison and Abbie dipping their toes in the
chilly lake water. Right: Gaetano family hiking
across a very frozen Raquette Lake.
Make sure you have a carrying case or crate
that meets the dimension requirements of
the airline. The carrying case must also have
a waterproof bottom. If the pets are each less
than 30 pounds, it’s possible to have two pets
in one carrier. The case must be large enough
for your pet to stand up, turn around, and
lie down. Give your pet a chance to become
familiar with it by putting him or her in the case
or crate a few times before you actually travel.
Arrive at the airport at least 45 minutes ahead
of schedule if using a carrying case, and two
hours ahead of time if shipping your pet in the
freight compartment.
Feed your pet no earlier than six hours before
travel and give your pet water two hours before
travel. If the unforeseen happens and you end
up being delayed at the airport for several
hours, you might want to bring a disposable
litter box and litter for your kitty.
If your pet is traveling by air-freight, be sure your
pet has a pet tag that gives names, addresses
and telephone numbers of responsible persons
for origination and destination. Label your pet’s
carrying case the same way and mark it “Live
Animal” on the outside in large letters. Also give
your receiver the flight information and waybill
number. Pets can be picked up within
90 minutes of flight arrival.
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You should be able to supply the airline with
a certificate of health, and information from
your vet stating that your pet is harmless and
odorless.
Planning for vacation can be labor intensive.
Adding the additional planning involved
with bringing your best animal friend along
can create even more challenges. Why do
pet owners do it? Says Caroline Gaetano, “I
wouldn’t leave them behind any more than I
would leave my own children behind. I wouldn’t
take them to Disney World®, though. We’re
outdoor people, and it’s great seeing our dogs
run on the beach.” She concludes that, “You
need to think where you’re taking them. Is it
going to be enjoyable for them and for you? If
the answer is yes, then it’s absolutely worth it
to travel with them.”
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Connecticut’s Only Political Animal Protection
Organization Needs YOUR Voice.
Connecticut Votes for Animals is an exciting new
organization that is giving animals a voice at the
legislature. The organization’s slogan, “Animals
Don’t Vote, People Do,” reflects its mission – to
mobilize the public to support animal protection
through their political choices.
Established in April 2008, as a 501(c) (4)
nonprofit entity, the organization not only
informs its members of important animal
protection issues, but also encourages members
to contact their legislators who have the power
to turn animal welfare proposals into law.
Our Companions is actively engaged in CT Votes
for Animals. According to Susan Linker, CEO of
Our Companions and Vice President of CT Votes
for Animals, this new organization provides
a voice for animal protection in the state’s
legislature. “Animal rescue organizations have
been operating for centuries, doing courageous
and compassionate work, yet the problem of
animal suffering persists because the laws
that protect animals need to be dramatically
improved. The work of CT Votes for Animals
is crucial to provide legal protections for
Connecticut’s animals,” says Linker.
Why do we need this organization? According
to the 2010 Animal Legal Defense Fund’s
“State Animal Protection Law Rankings,”
Connecticut is only 35th in the nation,
compared to other states, in overall strength
and comprehensiveness of animal laws. We
need to change that!
Simply put, our laws do not reflect the
compassionate, humane-minded citizens of
Connecticut. CT Votes for Animals has become
the organizational bridge between the voting
public, who cares about animals, and the
lawmakers in our state.
Below is information about the Legislative
Successes of CT Votes for Animals and its
Legislative Priorities.

CT Votes for Animals’
Legislative Successes
• In June 2009, CT Votes for Animals passed
the Puppy Mill Law, which provides better
protections for dogs sold in pet shops.
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“I know ‘Sit’.”
“I’m the best Frisbee Catcher in town.”
“I would love to cuddle.”

Discover the Secret Talents
of Chained Dogs

Many dogs live their entire lives on the end of a chain.
In Connecticut this inhumane practice is still legal.
connecticut

VOTES
for animals

Animals don’t vote. People do.

Break the Chain
Support Connecticut’s
Anti-Tethering Legislation

Youtethering
can make
difference. Learn
and
a member
atlegislative
CTVotesForAnimals.org
“Dog
anda confinement
are justmore
one of
thebecome
many issues
that are
priorities of
CT Votes for Animals.”

•S
 uccessfully lobbied against a harmful bill
concerning Roaming Livestock that would
have allowed impounded horses to be sold
for slaughter.
•S
 uccessfully lobbied to ensure that
Connecticut rabies regulations will not result
in feral cats being trapped and killed.
•P
 revented passage of a harmful bill to
regulate Rescue Animal Importation. CT
Votes for Animals is currently engaged in
a productive dialogue with legislators that
hopefully will result in a more balanced bill.
• In May 2010, CT Votes for Animals passed
the Dog Chaining Law, which provides
Summer 2011

protections to dogs who are cruelly chained
outdoors.
• This session, CT Votes for Animals
successfully passed legislation that will
improve the required standards for care and
adoption for animals who enter the municipal
shelters.
• This session, CT Votes for Animals also
worked closely with the Connecticut
Veterinary Medical Association, and the
Connecticut Department of Agriculture, to pass
legislation that will protect and regulate animals
who are being imported into Connecticut for
the purpose of rescue and adoption.
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Connecticut’s Only Political Animal Protection Organization, continued
•A
 lso this session, CT Votes for Animals
successfully worked with legislators to address
the link between human violence and violence
toward animals by requiring the cross-reporting
of child abuse and animal abuse.

CT Votes for Animals’ 2011
Legislative Priorities
In addition to ensuring a constant presence
at the legislature to identify bills that may be
harmful to Connecticut’s animals, CT Votes for
Animals will actively lobby for:
•D
 og Confinement Bill: Under current law,
dogs are allowed to be kept in enclosures no
larger than a small box, without any room to
stand up or turn around. CT Votes for Animals
will introduce legislation to protect dogs who
are cruelly confined. Legislation will also be
introduced to strengthen the enforcement of
the Dog Chaining Law passed in May 2010.

•B
 attery Cage Bill: Laying hens are among
the most cruelly treated animals in factory
farming, forced to live their entire lives
crammed into tiny metal battery cages. Five
to eleven birds share a single battery cage,
each bird living in an area smaller than a
standard 8.5 inch x 11 inch sheet of paper,
unable to spread even one wing at a time
or otherwise engage in natural behaviors, a
large portion of their beaks cut off (without
painkillers) to address aggression that may
result. CT Votes for Animals will introduce
legislation to ensure laying hens are treated
more humanely.
•H
 umane Education: CT Votes for Animals
recognizes the need to include the principles
of humane education in the curriculum of
public schools.

conscientiously object to performing animal
dissections in the classroom.
• AN ACT Concerning Cruelty to Animals: CT
Votes for Animals will work to pass this
important legislation that will (1) require
children convicted of cruelty to animals
to undergo counseling, and (2) double
the penalties for cruelty to animals when
a perpetrator commits the crime in the
presence of a child.
To learn more about becoming a member
of CT Votes for Animals and give our states’
animals a critically needed voice, visit online
at: CTVotesForAnimals.org.

•D
 issection Choice: CT Votes for Animals will
work with legislators to allow students to

Buddy the Bunny

by Cate Kulak

Bunny Love at First Sight
While dogs and cats are the most common
pets, other pets need loving homes too. And
sometimes, they need a little extra help finding
a new loving home. Buddy the bunny recently
came to Our Companions for that kind of help.

were screened out. But eventually Fran and
Steve Gallo showed up with their rabbit, Sofie,
for a bunny date. Sofie’s companion rabbit had
recently passed away, and Fran and Steve were
concerned that loneliness would overwhelm her.

The first charge for Our Companions was to
make sure that perspective adopters were
willing to provide a life-long, responsible and
loving home for Buddy. Many callers expected
that a backyard hutch would be acceptable,
but hutches are not healthy environments
for several reasons. Hutches leave rabbits
vulnerable to local predators such as hawks
and coyotes. The mesh chicken wire at the
bottom of many hutches is dangerous for rabbit
paw-pads and claws. Rabbits housed outdoors
are prone to a condition called “fly strike,”
which occurs when flies lay their eggs—which
then turn into maggot infestations—on or under
warm, moist, areas of the skin.

“It was love at first sight for us,” says Fran of
the bunny meeting. But Sofie and Buddy still
had a say in the matter.

Many potential adopters were unaware of a
rabbit’s special needs, and those who were not
willing to make Buddy an indoor companion
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Most bunny dates begin in a way that could
seem worrisome, but the circling and fur-pulling
that rabbits begin with is simply their way of
getting to know each other. Marlene Wilhelm, a
volunteer with Our Companions and the House
Rabbit Connection, explains that when a pair
of rabbits decide they like each other, one of
them—usually the male—drops his head below
the female’s and she begins to clean his fur.
This is the best time to end a bunny date, “so
it always ends on a positive note,” Marlene
says. When Buddy put his head down for Sofie
to groom him, their first date ended, but Buddy
later went home with Sofie.
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Buddy giving kisses, a trick he quickly learned.
Even once a connection has been established,
bunny dates have to continue for a time
before the rabbits can really be allowed to live
together. Buddy was also a little uncomfortable
with the new surroundings. It took about a
month for him to adjust to his new home,
but now he only uses his cage for a litter box
and greets Fran and Steve at the door—a true
house rabbit.
And most importantly Buddy and Sofie are
best friends!
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Marie’s Den

by Kelly Alver

Selecting, and Introducing, the Right Dog for Your Canine Companion
Recently I sat down with Marie and asked
her advice regarding a common question:
How can I choose the right canine
companion for my dog and what is the
best way to introduce them to each other?
Before introducing a new dog into your
household, it is essential that you really know
your current dog and her personality. Has she
been well-socialized? Dogs should be socialized
throughout their lives, not just when they are
puppies. Ensure that your dog is exposed to
dogs, and other pets, of all shapes and sizes on
a regular basis. Socialization can take place at
doggie daycare or by visiting dog parks.
Consider how your dog reacts when other dogs
visit your home. Does she exhibit resourceguarding behavior with her food, water and
toys? If she has been well-socialized, enjoys the
company of other canines and has no resourceguarding issues, next think about her activity
level. Is she very active or more of a couch
potato? A successful match is usually found in
dogs that have similar play styles, so an active
dog that enjoys playing exuberantly is typically
happier with another dog that plays in the same
manner. Calmer dogs should be matched with
those who have a more mellow play style. Also,
take into account your dog’s size, as dogs often
prefer other canines of the same size.
Once you have selected a prospective
companion, introduce the dogs in a neutral
location such as a park. It is important to
introduce the dogs for a brief amount of time
and always end on a good note. Help them get
used to each other by taking a walk so they can
share the smells of the environment. Do not

use food at this time as it can cause dogs to
exhibit resource-guarding behavior.
When the dogs greet and sniff each other,
talk to them in a low and even tone of voice.
Keep the leashes loose at all times. Never let
two dogs greet if one is straining at the leash
and pulling to get to the other dog. If one is
straining to get loose, remove her from the
situation. Then walk around until the dogs are
calm and let them sniff each other.
Monitor their behavior. If one acts submissively
to the other by rolling over and showing its
belly, have the dog get up and walk away with
you. Watch for any body postures that indicate
tension, e.g., freezing, baring teeth, growling,
a stiff-legged gait, or a prolonged stare. Also,
look for dominant postures such as one dog

Our Companions’ Canine Operations Director, Marie Joyner, receives
questions every day about dogs and their behavioral issues.
Marie’s Den answers some of the more commonly asked questions.

Marie’s Den
To submit a question for consideration in a future edition
of Marie’s Den, call us at 860-242-9999, ext. 301,
or e-mail editor@ourcompanions.org.
Our Companions News
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putting her chin, neck, or a front foot on the
shoulder of the other dog. If you see any of
these behaviors, call the dogs away from each
other and redirect their attention.
Another meeting in your home prior to adopting
the dog is strongly recommended. Follow the
same recommendations, but put away your
current dog’s toys, bones or food before the
other dog comes to visit.
When you finally bring the adopted dog home,
slowly integrate her into your home and never
leave the dogs alone unsupervised. At first,
put away all food, bones and toys. Only offer
them in controlled settings when you can
manage each dog’s behavior and make sure
that neither dog is a resource guarder. Feed
the dogs separately in the beginning to avoid
any issues. Until the dogs are comfortable with
each other do not allow them to be together in
a small space like a car or hallway. If the dogs
don’t do well at first, separate them except
during managed interactions.
If you are ready to add a canine companion
to your family, give Our Companions a call.
We have experienced trainers and adoption
specialists eager to help, and many wonderful
dogs available for adoption.
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Please join us for our Comedy Show!
wednesday

Sept. 21
gins

Show be

Our Companions

at 7PM!

COMEDY
SHOW

Funny
Bone

To benefit Our Companions Domestic Animal Sanctuary

Comedy Club
& Restaurant

Cash Bar opens at 6PM

194 Buckland Hills Drive
Manchester, CT

Table services for food and beverages
available during the show.

Register
online:

www.OurCompanions.org
or call 860-242-9999,
ext. 301

Gener
Admission al
Tickets

$30

per per
son

Questions?

Paul@OurCompanions.org
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S
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Priority Bo
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o
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www.p
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’s Pet Res
n
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man.com
www.4dog
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Now IT Wo
works.com
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Ticket Order Form
Please send me ______ ticket(s) @ $30 each.
Name��������������������������������������������
Address�������������������������������������������
City_____________________________ State____ Zip______
Phone: �������������������������������������������
Email: ��������������������������������������������
Check enclosed for $_____________
Thanks to our sponsors, 100% of ticket price supports OC!
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I have also enclosed a $ _____________ donation
to further support OC!
You may also purchase on-line at:
OurCompanions.org/pages_news/news_events.htm
Please mail to:
Our Companions Domestic Animal Sanctuary,
P.O. Box 673, Bloomfield, CT 06002.
Our Companions News

Our Companions News & Events
Become a Member of the Our Companions Forever Home Society
There is no better way to honor your pet than to help
other animals who are less fortunate. By including Our
Companions in your estate plans, you will become a
member of our Forever Home Society, which will help
us fulfill our promise to help thousands of abused and
neglected animals who have no other place to turn.
Giving is one of life’s greatest satisfactions, especially
when you know that your gifts will improve the lives of
deserving animals for generations to come.
Please contact Susan Linker at (860) 242-9999,
ext. 301 to learn more about leaving a timeless gift
to the animals.
Our Companions Domestic Animal Sanctuary information:
Legal Address: P.O. Box 673, Bloomfield, CT 06002
Tax ID number: 41-2047734

Annual Report
Now Available Online
Our Companions’ annual report is now available
online. Please visit www.ourcompanions.org
and look for the 2010 Operations Narrative
in the “About Us” section under “Organization
Documents.” Or, if you’d like a copy mailed to you,
call Susan Linker at: (860) 242-9999, ext. 301 or
email Susan at: SusanL@OurCompanions.org

Love your Pet Calendar Contest
Paulette Mertes Studios is holding its sixth annual Pet Calendar Fundraiser to benefit
Our Companions. Thank you to all who took part in the voting for the 2012 Our Companions
calendar! The voting has ended. Last year’s cover pet was Foxy!
We will announce the 2012 cover pet and the other 13 winners through the blog on the website
of Paulette Mertes Studio during the next few weeks. One winner will be announced each Friday
so check-in every week!
Visit www.pmertes.com to see an announcement of the winning photos!
Calendars may still be reserved in advance by visiting Our Companions’ website.

Our Companions News
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Henry & K.K. McLane Society Reception
Thanks to Advisory Board member Becky Reno, and her husband Ed Peavy, for opening their home to host a reception
for the 2010 Members of the Henry and K. K. McLane Society this spring.
The Henry and K.K. McLane Society recognizes those individuals and businesses that have made a leadership contribution to Our Companions.
The Society was established in 2007 as a way of honoring the memory of Mr. Henry and Mrs. Katherine K. McLane, Our Companions’ first donors.

Katherine K. (K

.K.) McLane

OC’s CEO Susan Linker and
Advisory Board member Becky Reno with
Valerie Friedman, OC’s Board Chair

Volunteers Jane Matanga, Joe and Deb
Couture, Daryl Carbone
and OC’s Canine Operations Director
Marie Joyner and
OC’s Program Manager Stephanie Rado
witz.

OC’s Development
Committee Chair
Mitchell Linker
with volunteer
Barbara Prine.

Milkey Way steals the show impressing OC volunteer Kim Green.
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OC’s Operations Director Laura Jordan
Volunteers Scott and Mandy Wieting,
and Board Member Chris Shivery.
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Sam Bailey and OC Board

member Janet Bailey.

Respected Animal Welfar
e Lobbyist Atty. Bob Shea,
Chris and Jeanine Borowiec
and Atty. Melanie Dykas
.

Volunteer Cathy Ferreira receiving a spec

ial greeting from Milkey Way.
OC Board members Mitchell Linker, Diana Garfield and Susan Linker.

Over 80 guests pack
Our Companions News

the event.

OC volunteer Gina Hoag, with her husb

and Dr. Stephen Hoag.
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Our Companions News & Events
Bowling Tournament Benefitted Our Companions
sweetheart invitational 2011

Our Companions is very grateful for the generosity of the
Sweetheart Invitational Bowling Tournament this year.
The Sweetheart Invitational, in which many members of the Rainbow and Friendship
Leagues of the International Gay Bowling Organization (IGBO), as well as other
Connecticut and out-of-state bowlers participate, takes place in February every year.
Its organizers choose a charity and raises money through various activities: a monthly
Beer Bash party at Chez Est in Hartford, Cosmic Disco Bowling, spaghetti dinners,
setback tournaments, bake sales, and many others.
“We talked about other charities,” said Al Vernale, the Sweetheart Invitational‘s
fundraiser director, “and we talked about how Jessica Couzens helps us at Beer
Bashes, and she is so passionate about Our Companions.” Jessica, whose son Brian
owns Chez Est, is a great supporter and ambassador for Our Companions. “So we as a
committee decided unanimously that we too would support Our Companions.”
Our Companions will have representatives at the Beer Bash every month—
visit www.clubchez.com for dates and times. Stop by, have fun, and say hello!

Construction on the
Ashford Sanctuary to Begin!
Thanks to the generosity of the donors who
have contributed to the Capital Campaign
to build our Ashford Sanctuary, in the last
18 months we have successfully raised the
$932,000 needed to begin construction on
Phase One of the sanctuary project.
Over the past nine years, we have made great
progress in preparing the 43 acres of land for
construction. Nearly $300,000 in capital funds
was raised and used to demolish and dispose
of structures that existed on the land (a defunct
factory farm – the biggest buildings in Ashford).
Then additional funding was raised to begin
sanctuary construction on the site.
We are delighted to announce that we
have obtained the required permits, and
construction will soon begin. Ultimately it is our
goal to move in by the end of this year.
Phase One is the first of several build-out
phases. Once site work is completed, the initial
Rescue Cottage can be built.
The Rescue Cottage will be a model home that
combines the design of the planned dog and
cat cottages, which will comprise much of the
fully constructed $4.5 million sanctuary.
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View our
Sanctuary Virtual Tour
at OurCompanions.org!

Since animals who enter will be
rehabilitated and adopted out,
the Rescue Cottage alone will
place 150 cats and 20 dogs
each year. The subsequent
phases of animal housing
construction include building
16 additional dog and cat
cottages (eight per species)
allowing 1,200 cats and 160
dogs to be rescued
and re-homed each year at
the Sanctuary.

Summer 2011 

Each rescue cottage will serve as a cage-free home-like environment
to provide the best transition possible for the resident animals.

Our Companions News

Easter Egg Hunt
15th Annual Easter Egg Hunt Benefits Our Companions Domestic Animal Sanctuary!
Well, it was wet…
But that didn’t stop the Easter Egg Hunt fun during the
15th Annual Easter Egg Hunt hosted by Farmington Miniature Golf
& Ice Cream Parlor on Saturday, April 23rd.

Special thanks to:
Phil & Patrick Guglielmo
Mary Guglielmo
Farmington Miniature Golf & Ice Cream Parlor Employees
and Volunteers
Our Companions Domestic Animal Sanctuary Volunteers
Mike Stacy and Friends of Lite 100.5 WRCH-FM
Innovative Inflatables
Sparkles the Clown
The Natchaug River Young Marines

We look forward
to seeing you
at next year’s event
which will be held on
Saturday, April 7, 2012.

Our Companions News
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Technically Speaking

by Lyn T. Garson, CVT

Death to Fleas and Ticks- Not Your Cat
counter flea/tick product was applied, paid
over $3,000 for several days of extensive
treatment in the Intensive Care Unit. Sadly,
other pets do not survive such an ordeal due
to cost restrictions causing owners to cease
treatment.

Way back, when I was growing up in the
1960’s, mega pet stores did not exist. If your
cat became infested with fleas you simply
strolled past the Purina Cat Chow®, Meow
Mix® and Tender Vittles® in the grocery
pet food aisle, where you would find a small
display of supplies. Among the limited
selection was a gray catnip mouse, a few
rhinestone-studded cat collars, and the flat
square packages containing one of only two
competing flea collar brands. At home, you
flipped open the flea collar box, tore open
the foil pouch, snipped the thick white collar
to size, and tugged both ends to “activate” it
before placing around your cat’s neck.
Flea prevention has come a long way since
then. Today’s products are much more
effective, convenient, and offer a large variety
of choices for managing fleas, ticks and other
parasites. While many of these products are
generally safe, some can have serious and
deadly consequences for your cat.
Veterinary emergency hospitals across the
country frequently treat cats for problems
associated with the use— and misuse— of flea
and tick products. Sensitivities, or reactions,
to particular ingredients in some products
can cause skin crawling, burning or irritation.
In more severe cases, cats can be poisoned
by ingredients in flea and/or tick products
causing symptoms such as dilated pupils,
excessive salivation, vomiting, seizures,
twitching, severe muscle tremors, and
hyperthermia secondary to tremors.
Emergency treatment can be lengthy and
costly. One pet owner, whose cat suffered
a severe reaction after a popular over-the-

Product misuse and over-the-counter products
are two frequent causes of problems seen
from flea/tick applications. While better
package labeling has helped, pet owners still
inadvertently apply incorrect doses, and/or
use dog-specific remedies on cats. Pet owners
must also be aware that not every product
labeled safe for use on cats is actually safe.
Some over-the-counter products contain old
formulations of pesticides, such as permethrins
and pyrethrins, which are not as effective and
can cause clinical signs in cats.
Care should be exercised in homes with
both dogs and cats, as cats can become
secondarily exposed to flea/tick products
meant for dogs when sharing the same
bedding, touching, or licking the dog after
products are applied.
Due to the abundance of low-cost online pet
pharmacies, and the availability of flea/tick
remedies in pet stores, many pet owners are
skeptical of the higher cost of products sold
in veterinary hospitals. However, anytime an
alternate product is purchased, especially if
purchased without a prescription, there is no
guarantee of what you are actually receiving.
Copycat flea/tick products do exist and their
packaging looks, in some instances, identical
to the real product.

Technically Speaking is written by Certified Veterinary Technician,
Lyn T. Garson, to address basic information on animal health issues
and how they needn’t be barriers to adopting a great pet.

Technically Speaking
To submit a question for consideration in a future edition
of Technically Speaking, call us at 860-242-9999, ext. 301,
or e-mail editor@ourcompanions.org.
14
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Before purchasing any flea/tick product,
read and learn about the various products
available and consult your veterinary hospital
for assistance. Always keep in mind these
important tips for flea/tick product safety:
• Purchase prescription-only products
•R
 ead and follow package directions and
warnings carefully
•D
 on’t assume a product is safe just because
it is available at a pet store or other
reputable online dealer
• Never use dog products on cats
•B
 e sure to give the correct dose for your pet’s
current weight
•N
 ever divide doses to make product last
longer, or split up between two pets
•C
 onsult your veterinary hospital before
applying flea/tick products on sick, elderly,
pregnant or nursing pets

For more information on flea
and tick product safety, or to check
the safety of products you currently use, visit
the following websites:
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency:
www.epa.gov, the Food and Drug
Administration: www.fda.gov, or the American
Veterinary Medical Association: www.avma.org

Our Companions News

The Scoop

by Andrea Dobras

Tabby Trivia! Cats are Some of Nature’s Most Curious Creatures
Check out these fun feline facts:
• T he nose pad of a cat is similar to a
fingerprint of a human.
•D
 omestic cats are the only feline species
able to hold their tail vertically while walking.
•C
 ats have 290 bones in their bodies and
517 muscles.
• There are three body types for cats:
	COBBY: Compact body, deep chest, short
legs and a broad head.
	MUSCULAR: Sturdy and round body with a
full-cheeked head.
	FOREIGN: Slender frame with a wedgeshaped head, tall ears, slanting eyes,
long legs and a long tail.
• T he Pilgrims were the first to introduce cats
to North America.
• T he song Delilah, released on Queen’s album
“Innuendo,” is a song that Freddie Mercury
wrote for his favorite Tortoiseshell cat, Delilah.
•G
 iraffes, camels and cats are the only
animals that walk by moving both of their left
feet and then both of their right feet.
•D
 omestic cats can reach a top speed of
30 mph.
•C
 ats come back to full alertness from the
sleep state faster than any other creature.
•C
 ats respond most readily to names that
end in “ee” sounds.
•C
 at families usually play best in even
numbers.
•W
 hen he wasn’t busy discovering the laws
of gravity, Sir Isaac Newton invented the
first cat door.
• In ancient Egypt, the cat God “Bast” was a
goddess of the home and of the domestic
cat, though she sometimes took on the
war-like aspect of a lioness.

Here are some notable felines to make the Guinness Book of
World Records:
•C
 ats have 24 whiskers, four rows on each side. The World Record for longest whiskers goes to
Mingo, a Main Coon cat from Finland, whose whiskers measure 6.8 inches.
• T he World Record for the most toes on a cat goes to Jake, with a total of 28 toes—seven on
each paw.
• T he weirdest cat on record is a female named Mincho, who climbed up in a tree in Argentina
and never came down until she died six years later. This venturesome cat managed to deliver
three litters from equally-daring dads.

Andrea Dobras is an Our Companions’ board member and one of
our animal welfare professionals. She specializes in the placement of
cats with FIV. In this regular feature, she helps others with the most
complex cat conundrums.

The Scoop

To submit a question for consideration in a future edition
of The Scoop, call us at 860-242-9999, ext. 301,
or e-mail editor@ourcompanions.org.
Our Companions News
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For more information on these
purr-plexing pets, visit:
www.catfacts.org
www.catscans.com/facts.htm
www.xmission.com/~emailbox/trivia.htm
www.rescuinganimalsinneed.org/cat_facts.htm
www.cat-urine.net/interesting_facts_about_
cats.html
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Marketplace
The Perfect Gift for You and the Animal Lover in Your life.

Re s c u e d Pet C o l l e c t i o n

Note Cards
8 designs available of various paintings
of rescued pets!

Marketing & Sales Literature
• Full Color Brochures
• Annual Reports
• Presentation Folders

Blank cards measure 4½” x 5½”
Individual cards $3.00 or in sets of 4 / $10.00

• Newsletters
• Digital Printing
• Direct Mail

“How We Deliver Is What You’ll Remember”

860-278-6355

All proceeds of the sale
of these cards benefit

Our Companions
Domestic Animal
Sanctuary.
To order the cards,
contact the artist
Dina Marie Pratt

20%
off
your first

PaintedByDina.com

groom!

Owned & Operated by a

Certified Canine Stylist

For more information
or to commission
a portrait of your pet:

PaintedByDina.com

with 10 Years Experience.

860-208-1634

Ashford, CT

Volunteer with your dog!
Therapy Dog Training Classes Now Forming
Manchester, New Britain, Willington
Sponsored by Tails of Joy, Inc. Animal Assisted Therapy

Contact Sue Gagnon 860-487-0001
or smgagnon@charter.net

w w w. Tailsof Joy.org
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FRONTIER MEDICINE
A Broader View of Your Pets Healthcare

Proudly caring
for your
feline friends
for over 15 years!

A professional office with experienced
veterinarians who are certified in veterinary
acupuncture and chiropractic and accomplished
in many effective holistic modalities.
Allys Maybank, VMD
Amy Matthews, VMD PhD

860-653-7831

17 South Main Street, East Granby, CT

COMPLETE
HEALTH CARE
FOR YOUR CAT

Now offering
housecalls!
Please call to arrange a tour of
our new state-of-the-art facility.

www.frontiervetmed.com

Man’s Best Friend

& YOURS

For buying
and selling
real estate
throughout
Central
Connecticut.

RE/MAX Precision Realty • 860-965-5010
CTRealEstateUnleashed.com

Cats Limited
is proud to be the
ﬁrst feline-only
hospital in Connecticut
that is accredited by
the Amercan Animal
Hospital Association.

Custom software applications
and database systems
to help your business compete in a demanding marketplace.
Sales Support · Ordering Systems
Reporting Applications

Cats Limited

Information solutions that enhance efficiency,
save time and reduce costs.

Veterinary Hospital
(860) 561-9885

Find
us on

JTechWorks, LLC

1260 New Britain Ave,
West Hartford CT

Rocky Hill

860-563-5930

www.catslimited.com

Facebook.com/catslimited

Our Companions News

Jessica Beganski, ABR, GRI
Pet-friendly REALTOR

Putting Your Information to Work

Summer 2011

JTechWorks.com
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News

TAKE THE LEAD
IN YOUR MARKET!
Become a Sponsor
of Our Companions News
& Reach Passionate Pet Owners!

Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping

We can
help!

PRIOR YEAR
RETURNS...

• Over 8,000 Copies Printed
• Print Version Mailed to 8,000
Households Throughout CT
• Electronic Version Online
• Help Our Companions

860-432-9494

For more information on becoming a sponsor,
call Susan Linker at 860-242-9999 ext. 301

290 Main Street, Manchester, CT

Journal Inquirer

The JI Tells It Like It Is. Somebody Has To.
Serving the following communities with local,
state and national news, weather and sports
East Windsor, Enfield, Somers,
Suffield, Windsor, Windsor Locks,
Andover, Bolton, Coventry,
East Hartford, Hebron, Manchester
Ellington, South Windsor,
Stafford, Tolland, Vernon
306 Progress Dr., Manchester, CT

860-646-0500 • 800-237-3606

Our Board Certified Specialists
diagnose and treat complex
diseases and perform
complicated surgeries.
Jeffrey L. Berzon, DVM, ACVS
Harlan C. Gustafson, DVM
Kenneth E. Knaack, DVM, ACVIM
Kimberly Maier, DVM
Deidre S. Galbo, DVM
Steven S. Leshem, DVM, ACVS
Mary Zee, BVetMed

General and Specialty Practice
Our general hospital provides routine
healthcare & surgery for small animals
including dogs, cats and exotics.
Our new state-of-the-art
referral hospital offers
expanded services including:

 On-site MRI facility
 Physical Rehabilitation
 Water Therapy

993 North Main Street
West Hartford, CT 06117

(860) 236-3273

www.veterinaryspecialistsofct.com
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FRONTIER WELLNESS

For People
and Pets

Catering to health care therapies
and items for pets and their people.
• Advanced Allergy Therapeutics
For People: Dr. Carla Hutt, ND
For Animals: Dr. Allys Maybank, VMD
• Self Care Therapies and Supplements
• Health Care Items
• Gifts

860-653-7831

17 South Main St, East Granby, CT
www.frontiervetmed.com

Leaving Again?

Do you have someone to care
for your pet when you’re away?
We offer: Pet Sitting Services
Vacation Services • Mid-Day Dog Walks
Call for a free consultation

860-231-0494

Client and
Veterinary
Recommended

“We treat your pets like family”
WestHartfordPetSitters.com

whpetsitters@yahoo.com • Bonded & Fully Insured

Pet Memorials ∙ Pet Portraits ∙ Note Cards
www.PaintedbyDina.com 860-344-9926

860-537-3431
800-545-GANO
120 Linwood Ave (Rte 16) Colchester, CT

Our Companions News

www.ganos.com
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Take Me Home
Lucca...

You gotta love that beautiful underbite!!!
Lucca is a gorgeous Olde English Bulldog
but her name is all Italian. And for those
non-Italians out there, Lucca means light!
She is sure to be the “light” of your life
if you give her a chance for a good home.
Lucca needs a home with an experienced
dog owner who has no other pets in
the household.
For more information about Lucca
call us at (860) 242-9999, ext 302 or
email: Daryl@OurCompanions.org
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